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MARTIN CROPP
I cite the readings of ms. L (= Laurentianus plut. 32.2) except where noted,
and except for routine adjustments in orthography, punctuation and
colometry.'
130-36
(Xop.) oaiaq oaiov 7i65a TiapOevvov 130
KX.r|i5oiJxo\) bovXa ne.\iK(a,
'EXkaboq emnnov nijpyovx;
Kai xeixT] xopxcov t' e\)5ev5p(ov
it,aXXa^aa' E-upobnav, 135
Ttaxpobicov ovKoov eSpaq.
130 boiaq oaiov n66a napGeviov Seidler: Jt65a napGeviov oaiov boiaq L
II 132 eiJiTCTioTJ p: xaq emnnov L II 135 Evpco-cav Barnes
I walk in our holy maiden-procession, servant of your (i.e. Artemis') holy
keyholder, having left the ramparts and towers of horse-rich Hellas and
Europe with its lushly wooded pastures, site of my ancestral home.
Barnes's E-upcoxav replaces "Europe" with the Laconian river Eurotas.
Edith Hall has argued vigorously in favour of this change, and it is now
accepted by James Diggle.^ Hall was concerned, reasonably enough, to
show that Euripides had a clear idea of the geographical location of the
Taurians' land, the Tauric Chersonese or modem Crimea. The problem she
saw in E-upcoTiav is that it makes the Chorus imply that they have left
Europe when in fact Greek geography placed the Taurians' land in Europe.
E\)pcoxav, however, has its own difficulties. First, lines 132-35
together make a pair of (a) Greece with its fortified cities and fine horses
and (b) Europe with its meadows and their fine trees. The two elements
together seem to make up a generic picture of Greece as a well-protected
area within the fertile natural environment of Europe. While the fertility of
' I thank James Diggle and David Sansone for their comments on a draft of these notes.
2 E. Hall, AJP 107 (1987) 430-33; J. Diggle, Euripidea (Oxford 1994) 418. Earlier editors
accepting EuptoTav include Schoene and Paley.
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Europe (134) is stressed for the sake of contrast with the barrenness of the
Taurians' land (218-19), the characterization of Europe as finely treed is not
in itself unexpected. It is in fact shared with Herodotus, who tells of
Mardonius's using it to entice Xerxes into invading Europe: . . . f| E-upconri
7cepiKa^>.fi(; x^prj Kai 6ev5pea navxoia cpepei xa ti^epa (Hdt. 7. 5. 3).^
Further, we might expect an identification of Sparta (or Laconia) as the
Chorus's home to have some resonances later in the play, but it does not.
On the contrary, in lines 399^01 the Chorus guess that Orestes and Pylades
may have come "from Eurotas' beautiful waters and fresh green reeds, or
Dirce's holy streams" (xov e-u\)8pov 6ovaK6x^oov A,i7i6vxec; Eijpobxav "n
peiL)|iaxa a£|iva AipKaq), i.e. from Sparta or Thebes, but they do not give
Sparta any special attention. These are just two leading Greek cities, chosen
here so as not to associate the unrecognised strangers with Orestes' real
home, Argos, or with Iphigenia's future home near Athens. Again, we learn
in a later ode that the Chorus have reached the Taurians through the slave
trade after the sack of their own, unspecified city (1106-12). It would be
surprising if this were Sparta or a neighbouring town. In short, there is no
apparent relevance in the precise origin of the Chorus, and the naming of a
precise origin would be a distraction.
Euripides may have made his Chorus sing of "leaving Europe," not
through carelessness or geographical ignorance, but so as to assimilate the
barbaric Taurians to Asia and oppose them to the "European" Greeks. This
opposition is schematic and ideological, and need not depend on
geographical niceties.
159-61
(I(p.) . . . (my brother) . . . (bi xda5e xo«<;
[liXkco Kpaxfipd xe xov cpGinevcav
•uSpaiveiv yaiaq ev vcbxoic;
161 -UYpaweiv Blaydes
... for whom I am going to water these libations, this mixture that belongs
to the dead, upon the earth's surface . .
.
The conjecture {^ypalveiv went unnoticed when Blaydes proposed it in
1901. Diggle proposed it independently in 1976 and printed it in his 1981
edition. His choice was disputed by Sansone.'* On both sides the arguments
were largely concerned with the question of content. Diggle argued that
-bSpaiveiv could only refer to the pouring of water, and noted that the other
^ Wecklein and Platnauer cite this passage. Contrast Hal! (previous note) 432-33: "Strohm
comments . . . that Europe was thought to be more fertile than Asia; but this goes against the
ancient consensus (cf. Aer. 12)." In IT 132-36 the contrast has to do with the Taurians' land
rather than Asia as a whole.
^ Diggle (above, note 2) 148-49, 216-18 = PCPS 22 (1976) 42 and QUCC 8 (1981) 161-63;
D. Sansone, QUCC 1 (1979) 157-58.
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instances of this rare verb seem to connote cleansing.^ Sansone suggested
that Euripides could have used -udpaiveiv loosely for libations of which
water was only one part (even though water is not specified in the list of
ingredients which follows in 163-65) just as xepviv|/ refers to a mixed
libation for the dead in Aeschylus, Choephoroi 129, or that {)5p- might be
understood loosely as "liquid," as \)6cop sometimes is in scientific contexts.
The content of the libations does not seem to me to be the decisive
issue here. 'YSpaiveiv clearly means "to water," and it can easily enough
be used with an external object, as in Iphigenia in Tauris 54 (avTov), or
with an internal object, as in Electra 157 (^o\)Tpa), and, according to L's
reading, in Iphigenia in Tauris 159-61 (xoocq). Since Iphigenia' s libations
do not consist of water, the usage here should be understood as
metaphorical. In Aeschylus, Choephoroi 129 (KayoD /eoDoa xdaSe
XepviPa(; veKpoiq), xepvi^ac; is similarly a metaphor, and in Sophocles,
Electra 84 and 434 libations for Agamemnon are metaphorically called
A,ouTpd, another term that normally suggests water.^ Iphigenia in Tauris
159-61 seems to repeat this pattern, perhaps intentionally, since Iphigenia'
s
libation-ceremony for Orestes is modelled on Electra' s for Agamemnon.
With -uypaiveiv the construction would be rather harsh ("to moisten
these libations on the ground" = "to pour these moist libations on the
ground") and not to my knowledge paralleled so far as this verb is
concerned. The poetic expressions cited by Wecklein and Platnauer (as
illustrating the use of -bSpaiveiv!)—Sophocles, Ajax 376 epefivov aifi'
e5e\)oa, "I drenched dark blood," Trachiniae 847-48 d6ivcov x^wpdv
xeyyei 6aKpTL)cov dxvav, "she soaks a fresh dew of dense tears," Pindar,
Nemean 10. 75 Gep^id . . . xeyycov 6dKp-ua, "soaking hot tears"—seem to
me more natural and effective than this.
336-39
(Bo\).) voxox) 5e xoidS', o) veotvi, aol ^evoiv
acpdyia napeivav kocv dvaA.ioKTm ^evouq
xoioiSaSe, xov aov 'EXkac, dnoxeiaev (povov,
SiKaq xivovaa xfi<; ev A'uX,{6i acpayfiq.
336 r|i3xo\) Mekler
' El. 157 A-ouTpa TiavuataG' -uSpavdnevov xpd'i, IT 54 (e5o^a) \)5pa{veiv auxov . . .
,
Horn. Od. 4. 750 (= 4. 759, 17. 48, 17. 58) \\ 5' {)6pTivanevn . . . ; cf. Eur. Ion 97 KaBaprnq 8e
5p6ooiq dcpuSpavdnevoi ... I have found no others than these through the TLG CD-
ROM #D.
^ Cf. Garvie on Cho. 129: "Electra perhaps sprinkles drops of the xoa{ over the tomb, as a
preliminary to the pouring of the offering as a whole at 149 . . . But xEouoa suggests more
than sprinkling, and probably xepviPa^ is used, exceptionally, here as a synonym for xodq, as
A.o\)Tpd is at S. El. 84, 434 (cf. Hesych. s.v. x^ovia Xoutpd). It means a water-libation at E.
Hyps. fr. l.iv.30 (see Bond)."
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Young lady, pray to have strangers like these for victims. If you can
execute such strangers as these, Hellas will be making amends for your
murder and paying the price for your sacrifice at Aulis.
Mekler's conjecture, changing "pray" to "you have been praying," is
adopted by most twentieth-century editors (including Murray, Sansone,
Diggle, and—rather equivocally—Strohm and Platnauer; not, however,
Gregoire). The contextual problem it creates has been discussed before, and
I need only repeat the essentials.^ The implication that Iphigenia has been
eager to sacrifice Greeks in the past so as to avenge her own sacrifice by
Greeks at Aulis contradicts her characterisation elsewhere in the play, and
especially in her speech just eight lines later, when she says that in the past
she has always been full of pity for her fellow-Greeks when they were
brought to her for sacrifice but will harden her heart now that she believes
Orestes dead. The idea that she has nursed a longing for Greek victims is in
no way supported by 354-58 or 439-46 (which express the thought that
Helen and Menelaus would be her proper victims). Her distaste for her
sacrificial duties has been displayed at 225-28, where the suppression of
pity for her victims in favour of grief for her brother is also prepared (229-
35). The status of 258-59 is too uncertain to carry weight in this argument.
It may be worth adding several further reasons why Mekler's
conjecture is neither needed nor wanted:
(1) A report-speech that ends with a summary recommendation and
reflection, as this one does if e-uxov is retained, is entirely normal. For the
particular pattern found here compare Hecuba 579-82, Bacchae 169-1A,
and especially Supplices ll^-'iO xoiovSe 5ti oxpaxriYov aipeioGai xpecov, /
oc; ev xe xoiq Seivoioiv eoxiv aX,Ki|i0(;, etc. On the other hand, a report-
speech which ends with a comment on its recipient's past prayers, made by
a character who has no occasion to know them, is abnormal.
(2) Evxox) with infinitive-phrase is an idiom often used in
recommending a choice of fortunes, whether in general or in a particular
situation. (So of course is e-uxoiiai.) Compare, for example, Hippolytus
1455 xoia)v6£ TiaiScov yvriaicov e^xoi) x\)xeTv, Electra 563-65, Ion 423-24,
Aeschylus, Septem contra Thebas 266, Choephoroi 212-13, Sophocles,
Ajax 392-93, 686, Theognis 129, Menander, Samia 609, Sententiae 247
Jakel eijxoi) 5' exeiv xi, kcxv extiiq e^eiq (pi^oDq, 773, Philemon fr. 178. 14-
15 Kassel-Austin e-uxo-u [ir] Xa^eiv nelpav (piA,(JL)v ei §e \ir\, yvcoaei
aea\)x6v a>.A,o ^ir|5ev fi oKidv. The passages of Menander and Philemon
which I have cited even parallel our passage's conditional follow-up, "And
if you get (or don't get) your wish . . ." On the other hand, "You have been
praying . . . , and if your prayer is granted ..." is less coherent.
(3) Comparison with some of the examples cited above (Suppl. 726-30,
Hipp. 1455) shows that the Herdsman's remark is not just a general
^ See J. C. G. Strachan, CF 71 (1976) 134-36, supported by M. Cropp, Hermes 107 (1979)
249 n. 2a, against D. Sansone, RliMiis 121 (1978) 36 n. 4.
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exhortation (like e.g. Menand. Sentent. 247, Philemon fr. 178. 14-15) but
amounts to a comment on the prisoners he has described: in effect, "These
are just the kind of victims you should be praying for." So there is no cause
to object that he ought logically to say, "Pray for other such victims,"^ nor
to preclude this by insisting that what the Herdsman means is, "Pray for a
constant supply of such victims . . . "^
To return to the dramatic context: The Herdsman's remark has three
particular effects if he is encouraging Iphigenia to vengefulness against her
normal instinct. First, this encouragement prepares for Iphigenia'
s
announcement that she has (now) hardened her heart. Secondly, the
Herdsman's officiousness and lack of sympathy with her are advertised,
somewhat comically. As a barbaric Taurian he sees human sacrifice as a
nomos (cf. 38, 463-66) and is looking forward with enthusiasm to seeing
Orestes and Pylades killed (cf. 243^5), whereas Iphigenia cannot believe
that human sacrifices are called for by the gods (385-91). This
characterisation of the Herdsman anticipates the characterisation of Thoas,
who also is eager to get on with the sacrifices of Orestes and Pylades (1153-
54, 1 190) and does not see through Iphigenia' s trick because he takes it for
granted that she is loyal to her duties and his community and cannot
imagine she will want to spare her Greek captives or escape herself (cf.
especially 1180-89, 1212-14). At that point, of course, Iphigenia
encourages Thoas' s belief because it suits her escape-plan. Thirdly, the
Herdsman speaks more than he knows, since Orestes and Pylades are
precisely the kind of "strangers" for whose arrival Iphigenia should be
praying.
340-41
Xop. 0a\)|adaT' zkz^aq tov cpavevG', oatit; Tiote
"EXh\voQ, CK yfic; tiovtov fj^Gev a£,evov.
340 navevG' Kaehler, Lakon
It's a marvellous story you've told of this man who has appeared, whoever
he may be who has come from Hellene land to Unfriendly sea.
The conjecture juavevG' turns "this man who has appeared" into "this man
who has suffered a fit of madness" (which the Herdsman has just described
impressively in his report-speech). It has been adopted even more widely
than Ev/o'u in 336 (see Bruhn, Wecklein's school edition, Murray, Gregoire,
Platnauer, Strohm, Sansone, Diggle). Yet there is no compelling reason for
This objection underlies the feeling that the sentence as it stands is somehow
unsatisfactory. For example, Platnauer ad loc: "Keeping the MSS. eiSxo'u (imperative) we
must understand akXa with xoidSe or even emend to aoi Ganct [^evuv] (Stadtmiiller) or
noXka ooi [^evcov] (Paley and Barthold), regarding ^evcov as a gloss"; Paley: "With Tiapeivai
it seems necessary to supply a\)0i(; or kq to ^oitiov . . ."
^ Strachan (above, note 7) 136.
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rejecting (pavevG', and a compelling reason not to. Ellendt's Lexicon
Sophocleum describes the relevant usage of the passive (and intransitive
active) forms of cpaivo): ''apparere, de rebus visui patentibus, unde de
hominibus dictum aliquando venire aut venisse interpretari licet." In fact
tragedy often uses these forms to denote a somehow unexpected or long-
awaited appearance, arrival or "turning up," both in ordinary human
situations, e.g. Euripides, Electra 578 (Electra greeting Orestes), Heraclidae
663, Sophocles, Ajax 462, Trachiniae 186, 228, Oedipus Tyrannus 838,
Electra 172 (Electra complaining of Orestes' non-return), Oedipus
Coloneus 11, 328, 1120,'*^ and with reference to divine epiphanies or
appearances which are represented as having some supernatural motivation,
e.g. Euripides, Alcestis 92, Hippolytus 677, Hercules 494, Bacchae 42, 182,
1017, Iphigenia Aulidensis 973, Aeschylus, Persae 354, Choephoroi 143
(Electra referring to Orestes), Sophocles, Philoctetes 1445^6. The
Messenger's narrative has indicated a supernatural element in the strangers'
arrival, both in the religious peasant's guess that they are daimones (270 ff.;
he is wrong, but not wholly off the mark), and in their miraculous
invunerability (328-29). The Chorus are interested in the origin and
identity of these strangers who have appeared in such remarkable
circumstances. Their comment says just this (i.e., oaxic; tioxe etc. elaborates
on Tov cpavevO'), and it prepares for their ode following this scene (393 ff.),
which explores the topic at length. In speaking of Orestes "appearing" they
(or their leader) unconsciously use a word which is also appropriate to his
actual role as a divinely sponsored rescuer for themselves and Iphigenia.
This sufficiently explains why the participle is singular when we might
expect Pylades to be included in their comment.
569-75
Icp. Ye\)6ei(; oveipoi, xaipet', o\)5ev fix' apa.
Op. o\)5' olao(po{ ye 5a{|iovet;KeKXri|xevoi 570
nxrivcbv oveipcov eialv d\j/et)68axepoi.
Kokvc, xapayiaoc; ev xe xdic, Geloit; evi
Kccv xoiq PpoxeioK;- ev 5e XuTieixai iiovov,
ox' oiJK acppcov <av, ndvxecov neiaGelq ^oyoK;,
okdiKzv d)<; okdikz xoiaiv eiSoaiv. 575
570-75 assigned to Orestes by Heath, to Iphigenia with 569 by L (572-75
to Orestes probably by Triclinius rather than L) II 570 o\)5' Hermann: ou0'
L II 572 Geioic; Scaliger: 0eoi<; L II 573 ^einexai Triclinius
—False dreams, farewell! You prove to be nothing, then.
—Nor indeed are the gods, though reputed to be wise, any more infallible
than flighty dreams. There is much turmoil in divine affairs and human ones;
"^ In ordinary conversation note the beginning of Plato's Protagoras, jioGev, cb IcoKpaxeq,
(pa{vT|i; and Xen. Mem. 2. 8. 1, TtoGev . . . , EuBripe, cpaivrii;
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but he feels pain over one thing only—when not through being foolish, but
persuaded by seers' pronouncements, he is ruined as those who know of it
know he is ruined.
Lines 572-75 have caused a great deal of difficulty, as can be seen most
clearly from Wecklein's apparatus and appendix and the commentary of
Platnauer. Diggle expresses suspicion of all six of Orestes' lines in his
apparatus, and obelizes ev §£ ^-uTceuai |i6vov. Wilamowitz proposed to add
6' after Tapayiioq so as to remove the asyndeton there. This same
incoherence caused Mekler to propose a lacuna between 571 and 572.
Incoherence of sense caused Monk to propose a lacuna between 573 and
574, and oc; for ox' in 574.
A better course is to delete 572-75. Lines 570-71 stand very well on
their own, given the dramatic situation. In commenting on Iphigenia's
declaration about false dreams, Orestes does not know that the dream she
has dismissed concerned his own death. His comment refers to the poor
guidance he has received, or thinks he has received, from Apollo (cf. 77 ff.,
93-94, 711-23), but this is so far as he knows none of Iphigenia's business,
and at this point she must get no inkling of who he is. He criticises Apollo
briefly and obliquely, just as he complains about his own plight in 500, 548,
560, 568.
Lines 572-75 give tolerable sense in themselves: Life is all confusion,
but the real pain which has arisen (in the situation to which these lines refer)
has arisen because a well-meaning man has consulted seers and their advice
has proved ruinous to him. This does not fit Orestes' situation, for Orestes
was advised not by seers but by Apollo himself through the Pythia (85,
976). Apollo is called a seer in 711-13, 720, 1128 (cf. Or. 1666-67), but in
574 it is impossible to take iiocvxeoov A.6yoi<; as alluding to Apollo's advice,
and unreasonable to suppose that Orestes is for the time being talking as if
his advice came from seers and not from the god. Lines 572-75, then, look
very much like a quite separate comment, probably cited as a marginal
"parallel" and then mistakenly introduced into the text. Without them, the
Chorus's enquiry about their own parents (576-77) follows rather more
naturally on the conclusion of the discussion of Iphigenia's family at 569.
578-81
Icp. dKO-uaax' • eq yap 5ri xiv' tikohev Xoyov,
u|a.iv t' ovriaiv, g) ^evov, OTce-uSoua' '6.\i.a
Kd|j.o{- TO 5' ei) |idA,ioTd ty' ouxwt yiyvexai 580
ei Ttdai xauxov 7tpdy|i' dpeoKovxcoe; exei"
579 a7ie\)5o\)a' Musgrave: anot)5fiq L II 580 x6 5' Markland: x66' L I y'
d)5e Porson: xfiiSe Heimsoeth
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Listen: I have just arrived at a plan, pursuing your advantage, strangers,
and mine—and this is the best basis for good results, when the same
transaction is pleasing for all.
The difficulty in 580 is minor, and Iphigenia's point is clear enough: The
best results are achieved by planning which aims for the advantage of both
(or all) the parties concerned. She makes the point in order to make her
plan look attractive. It is made much more crisply without the laboriously
phrased 581, which I think is an editorial interpolation of the kind intended
to explain the sense to inexperienced readers." As often happens, it
explains rather badly since Tipayiia is not quite the right word for
"planning" or "project," and "advantageous" would be apter sense than
dpeaKovTccx;, "pleasing." The adverb is rare but available to an interpolator
from 463 (it is otherwise attested in classical literature only in PI. Rep.
504b6, Xen. Oec. 11.19, Menand. Dysc. 69).
617-22
Op. Gijaei 5e xiq |xe Kai ta 5eiva zTd^aexav,
I(p. eyco Oeaq yap xriv5e KpoatpoTtTiv e'xft).
Op. a^ri^ov, (i) veavi, koiJk e\)6a{|iOva.
I(p. ccA-A.' ei<; dvayicriv Kei|ie9', r\v (pviXaKTeov. 620
Op. a-uxfi ^{(pei 6-uo\)aa Gfj^xjc; dpaevac;;
I(p. o-UK, dA,Xd xauriv dp(pi ar\v xepv{\|/o|iai.
618 xrivSe P. Hibeh 24 (and Bothe): xr\od£ L I au|i[. .]pav e[xM P. Hibeh II
619 d^ri^ov Bothe: a.C,r[Xa. y' L II 621 Kxeivovaa P. Hibeh: Geivouaa
Maehly II 622 ouKTriclinius: oukq-uv L
—But who will sacrifice me and bear the terrible deed?
—I shall; this is the duty I have from the goddess.
—An unenviable duty, maiden, not a happy one.
—But I am under compulsion, and must heed it.
—And will you sacrifice me with the sword yourself, female killing male?
—No; but I'll sprinkle holy water around your head.
In 621 L's B-uo-uaa has been the reading of choice both before and after the
publication of P. Hibeh 24 in 1906, although the editors of the papyrus
remarked that "Kxeivo-uaa is preferable to the traditional G-uouaa . . .
Maehly's acute conjecture Geivovoa, though not actually confirmed, is thus
seen to have been on the right track." I think they were right to recommend
Kxeivo'uaa; this is not simply a banalising substitute in the papyrus like
aD|i[{po]pdv for KpoaxpoTifiv in 618. The verb Gveiv often refers generally
to the process of sacrificing. It can easily include the striking of the death-
blow, but it is surprising that it should be used to specify the striking of the
'
' Such interpolations in the text of IT include 294 (del. Wilamowitz), 299 (del. West, BICS
28 [1981] 62), 317 (del. Bothe), 349 (del. Nauck), and quite possibly 278 (del. Herwerden).
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death-blow in contrast with the rest of the process, and the more so when it
has just been used to denote the role of Iphigenia who will not strike the
death-blow (617). '^ Platnauer's reference to the sense of 9-uo|ievoiaiv in
Aeschylus, Agamemnon 137 (the eagles killing the hare) does nothing to
alleviate this difficulty. On the other hand, Agamemnon 1231 Gfj^i-uq
apaevoq cpove-uc; does seem to be recalled in our passage, so that the horror
of wife killing husband is evoked with respect to the possibility that their
daughter will kill their son; and Kxeivo-uaa perhaps sharpens this allusion.
827-33
I(p. 0) i^xkiax'—o\)5ev a^X,o, t^iXxaxoc, yap ev
—
exco q\ 'Opeaxa, TTi^-uyexov xQovoq
ocTio 7taTp{6o(; 'ApyoGev, co 9{^0(;. 830
Op. Kdyd) ae ttiv Gavouaav, (nc, So^a^etai.
Kttxa 5e SocKpu Kaxoc 5e yooq a^a xap«i
x6 aov vox{^ei pXecpapov, waaijxcoq 5' e|a6v.
—O dearest one—nothing else, for you are my dearest— I hold you,
Orestes, long lost from your homeland of Argos, O dear one!
—And I hold you, who are supposed to have died! A tear, a sob along
with joy bedews your face, and mine as well!
I do not concern myself here with lines 829-30, which have been
thoroughly discussed by others,'^ but with 831-33. L's assignment of all
three of these lines to Orestes is unsatisfactory because 832 with itS three
resolved cretics will be his only line in the recognition duet which is not a
non-lyric iambic trimeter—and sandwiched between two spoken trimeters.
This seems too irregular (the fact that Menelaus breaks into song in the
recognition duet of Helen is a different matter), although until recently most
editors have been prepared to tolerate it.''^
Three alternatives have been proposed. Lohmann in 1905 assigned 832
to Iphigenia, leaving Orestes with 833; '^ but the division of the sentence in
'^ Kieivo-uoa is briefly defended by C. Prato, SIFC 36 (1964) 72, comparing IT 27
EKaivoiiTiv ^{<pei, 1173 KaxripydoavTO koivcovwi ^{cpei, Hel. 1044-45 xi 5' ei . . . kxocvoih'
avaKia .
. . ^{(pei, and noting that Euripides never uses Buo) with such a qualification. J.
Casabona, Recherches sur le vocabulaire des sacrifices en Grec (Aix-en-Provence 1966) 76-
80, discusses the use of Gueiv to include the death-blow and accepts Buouoa in IT 621,
commenting that the addition of a word such as ^{(pei gives Guw the same value as ocpd^oa; but
he provides no parallels. That Gueiv and Kxeiveiv can refer to the same act looked at from
different points of view as legitimate or illegitimate (Casabona 78-80) is a separate matter
—
although it speaks if anything in favour of Kxeivouoa here.
'^ See especially J. Jackson, Marginalia Scaenica (Oxford 1955) 34-35, with discussion of
earlier conjectures; T. C. W. Stinton, Collected Papers on Greek Tragedy (Oxford 1990) 15-16
= CR 15 (1965) 145^6; Diggle (above, note 2) 184 n. 18 = Dionvsiaca (Cambridge 1978) 175
n. 18.
"* See also C. Willink, CQ 39 (1989) 46.
'5 As did P. Maas, Hermes 61 (1926) 240.
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this way is very awkward, not least because, as Sansone has noted, it splits
the tmesis Kaxa . . . voti^ei between the two speakers. Sansone himself
deletes 832-33, partly in order to assist Bergk's change in the next line of x6
5e Ti to Tov (better ov) exi;'^ but this cutting of the Gordian knot should
only be a last resort. The best of the three previous proposals was made by
Bauer in 1872 and again by Diggle,'"' assigning 832-33 together to
Iphigenia, which at least presents no major difficulties.
Better still, however, is the solution suggested to me by Professor K. H.
Lee: Assign Kaxa . . . P^e(papov to Iphigenia, and waaijicaq 6' e|i6v to
Orestes. This also requires changing to aov to xo\)|i6v, but it is not
surprising that xoiJiiov should have been altered so as to provide sense when
the mid-line speaker-change was lost.'^ The advantages of this arrangement
over Bauer's are several: (1) It allows Orestes to comment on his own tears
of joy rather than leaving Iphigenia to do it for him; (2) the pattern, "I weep
for joy," "And so do I," matches the pattern of the previous exchange (829-
31), "I hold you, Orestes," "And I you . . . "; this pattern is more natural in a
recognition duet than, "You weep for joy, and so do I," and it gives full
value to the emphatic woaijxcoq 6'; (3) we get a clear sequence of topics in
the exchanges between Iphigenia and Orestes: embrace (827-31), tears of
joy (832-33), miraculous reunion after long separation (834-41), and so on.
A single half-trimeter for Orestes (who in this recognition-duet
otherwise has five whole trimeters and one couplet) is unusual but not
implausible. The recognition duet of Ion has seven iambic interjections for
Ion (1453, 1472, 1478, 1481, 1483, 1497, and probably 1500) along with
trimeters and couplets. In the recognition-duet of Sophocles' Electra,
Orestes has whole trimeters and couplets in the strophe and antistrophe,
then in the epode a half-trimeter interjection (1276), a whole trimeter
(1279), and a bacchiac echoing Electra' s (1280).
837-40
(I(p.) (1) Kpeiaaov \\ Xbyoxow teiJxuxwv e|iou •
\|/\)Xat Ti (pcb; 0a\)|j.dxcov rcepa
Kttl X,6yo\) Tipoaco xd5' dnePa.
837 e\)x\}%cov p II 839 v|/\)xd P II 840 dnePa Reiske: ercepa L
O . . . more strongly than for (my?) words, what can I say? Beyond
marvels, beyond account have these things turned out!
With e-ox-uxcov (p), \|i\)xd (P), and a comma following v\)xd, it is (just)
possible to understand the beginning as, "O soul (sc. Orestes), more
'" D. Sansone, MaiaZX (1979) 240.
'^
J. Diggle, Studies on the Text of Euripides (Oxford 1981) 20.
'^ Alternations and repetitions of "my" and "your" can easily cause confusion. Compare for
example 77744-45, where L has "my" (xoi<; enoiq) in place of the first "your" (xoioi aoi(;).
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fortunate than my words can express," or, with another comma before e|io\j,
"O one more fortunate than words can express, my soul (sc. Orestes)," and
to explain the masculine eijivxcov with feminine vj/\)xd as suiting the
reference to Orestes. This is printed by e.g. Wecklein in his large edition
and (with two commas) Sansone. More popular in recent times has been
Wecklein' s conjecture et)T\)xoi)ad [iox> I vux" (following Markland's
et)T'uxo\)a' e|j.d / \]fx>xa), which allows Iphigenia to be addressing her own
soul (which in itself is not implausible: cf. 882, Ion 859). Wecklein's
appendix lists many negligible conjectures on this passage and a few which
plausibly substitute a form of xijxa for vj/^xa, though none of these is finally
convincing.'^ The best solution, I suggest, is:
(b KpeiCTOov r\ Aoyoiaiv eiJTDXouad jiov
O stroke of fortune more fortunate than my words can express,
SO that there is no question of anyone's soul being addressed or
experiencing good fortune, and \iox> is seen to depend clearly on A-oyoioiv
(which is what the phrasing suggests in any case).'^^ The rhetoric of 837-40
as a whole becomes coherent: "O inexpressibly great good fortune, what
can I say? This outcome is more than a miracle, beyond description." The
point is taken up in Orestes' response ("May our good fortune continue"),
and the theme of their dependence on unpredictable strokes of fortune
(x-uxai) recurs in Iphigenia' s later reflections (865-67, 875). The phrasing
is artful (compare Tro. All S-uax^xfi . . . xx>x(\^?^ Hipp. 818 cb tioxcx, coq |j.oi
Papeia Kai Sofioic; eTteaxcxGriq), and sufficiently contrived to cause
confusion and corruption. Confusion of x\>x^ with ^\>xh is known
elsewhere, including Supplices 622.^2
876-79
(Icp.) xiva aoi Tcopov eupo^ieva
ndX,iv dno noXeoic,, anb (povou 7te|j.\|/co
jiaTp{5' eq 'Apyelav . . . ;
" Bothe: o) Kpeioaov' f\ Xoyoioiv e-uxuxcov b\iOv I Tuxav, "O (Orestes) enjoying together
(with me) a fortune more fortunate than words can express," from which Hermann subtracted
'o\iox>. Elmsley, Mus. Crit. 2 (1826) 297: co Kpeiooov r\ A-oyoioiv etjtuxwv (gen. pi.) [e^ou]
Tiixai (nom. pi.), apparently intending "O fortunes of those (i.e. us) more fortunate than words
can express."
^° Postponement of a dependent genitive is common in Euripidean lyrics, especially with a
verb intervening; see W. Breitenbach, Untersuchungen zur Sprache der euripideischen Lyrik
(Stuttgart 1934) 249-51. The neat interlacing of Kpeiaoov . . . euxuxouoa . . . xuxa with t\
^oyoioiv . . . |io\) is also characteristic of Euripides; cf. e.g. Suppl. 377, El. 714-15, Or. 164-
65, 341-42, lA 1330-31 (all amongst Breitenbach's examples, ibid.), and Breitenbach 260-61
on other kinds of interlacing. On the other hand nou (or i\i.o\}) I xuxa (or yuxa) across the
colon-break is unwelcome.
^' Also A/c. 926 ETJTuxfi . . . TtoTnov, Tro. lAA 7t6x|iO(; e\)xuxil<;, 631 eijxuxeoxepwi Ttoxncoi.
^^ See the notes of Elmsley (above, note 19) and Paley.
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876 T{va ooi <T{va aoi> Diggle
What path shall I find for you, to bring you back from this polls, from a
bloody death to our Argive homeland . . . ?
There are two problems: (1) the metre of 876, three anapaests where four
might be expected; (2) the sense of dnb noXzcac,. The second has sometimes
been attacked separately (e.g. Reiske's Tre^eKecoc; or Koechly's ^evaq
replacing KoXemc,), sometimes together with the first (e.g. Bruhn's xiva aoi
nopov e-upofieva 7tdA,iv <aij / ^evaq a'> anb noXeoic, . . .). Diggle treats
the first simply and plausibly by duplicating xiva ooi, and adds his opinion
that noXeoiq is sound in view of the use of noXxq with reference to the
Taurian community in 464, 595, 1209, 1214 (to which one may add 1212).23
But in the passages compared (and also 38, though that verse may be
inauthentic), "the community" is relevant as authorising human sacrifices,
being served by Iphigenia, and being ruled by Thoas. In 877 there is no
contextual basis for the word KoXiq, and awkward sense (" . . . back from
this polls, from a bloody death . . . ") is hardly justified by parallel phrasing
(anb noXeoiq ~ anb 96vo'u).
Better than this, I think, is to read dnonoXeoyq as a single word, so that
the phrase means, "back from a city-absent slaughter," i.e. "back from a
violent death in exile." All other instances of dn6n(x)oXiq refer to people
(Aeschylus, Agamemnon 1410, Sophocles, Trachiniae 647, Oedipus
Tyrannus 1000, Oedipus Coloneus 208; in Euripides, Hypslpyle fr. 70 the
context is unclear), and the impersonal uses of octio^k; are not exactly
similar to what I propose here, but a bold extension of the word's usage is
not unexpected in Iphigenia' s overwrought monody. And there is a nice
balance between d7i07i6A,eco<; dnb cpovou and naxpiS' kc, 'Apyeiav.^'*
1017-19
Icp. Kibe, o\)v yevoiT' av coaxe |iri9' fi[ia(; Gaveiv
XaPeiv 9' a Po\)X6|iea9a; TfjiSe yap voaei
voQxoq 7ip6<; o'ikov)^, fj 6e |3o-uA,riai(; Tidpa.
1018 voaei Markland: voei L II 1019 Ti5e Pov)X.e-ucfi<; Markland (Ti5e M.
Crusius: see J. A. Spranger, SIFC 1 1 [1934] 252)
So how can it come about that we escape death and get what we want as
well? This is where our return home languishes, although we have the will
for it.
\5 withn. 17. The list of
other recent editors who have printed L's text as it stands includes Weil ("(xko rtoXeox; equivaut
a (XTto xQovoq"), Gregoire ("echapper a ce peuple") and Sansone.
David Sansone suggests another way of supplying the epithet which Tco^ewc; seems to
need: For dno (p6vo\) read e.g. dv5po(p6vo\). In his 1940 edition of the play J. D. Meerwaldt
propo.sed reading dnocpovou, which barely makes sense.
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Markland's reading in 1019, "This is the deliberation before us," has been
widely adopted (although Bruhn, Gregoire and Murray for example retain
L's text). Sansone objected that Po-uPie-uaic; is a prosaic word first found in
Aristotle (which the TLG CD-ROM #D confirms), and prints r\h£. ^ovXx\<5\c,
Ttdpa, "This is the wish we have." The change to tiSe is superficially
attractive because it creates the anaphora xfii5e . . . fi6e, but it destroys the
more pointed rhetoric of the original; fi 6e po{)?ir|ai<; Ttdpa is far from
"intolerably weak" (as Platnauer claims). Iphigenia's first sentence (1017-
18) indicates that they need to find a way of getting what they want, which
is to escape safely while also carrying off the image of Artemis. Her second
sentence stresses that wanting is not enough: "We know what we want, but
how to do it is the problem." This is well explained by E.-R. Schwinge, Die
Verwendung der Stichomythie in den Dramen des Euripides (Heidelberg
1968) 119, with note 12.25
1024-27
Op. t{ 6' el' ^le vaoiji T(oi6e Kp-uyeia^ XdGpai;
I(p. wq 5fi aKoxov XaPovxeq eKacoGeifiev av; 1025
Op. kXetitcov ydp
"H vu^, xfi^ 6' dXriGelaq to 90)^.
Iq). e'la' ev5ov lepoii (pu^aKeq, ovq otj Xriao|iev.
1025-26 deleted by Markland II 1025 okotov Dindorf: okotoc; L I
eKOcoGeinev Brodaeus: ttfn Geifaev L II 1027 vepou Dobree: -01 L
—Then suppose you hid me secretly here in the temple?
—As though we could get out safely by clothing ourselves in darkness?
—Well, night belongs to thieves, daylight to openness.
—There are guards in the sanctuary; we won't evade them.
The plan in question here is of course the same as the plan mooted in 110-
12, that the theft of Artemis' image should be attempted at night. One
weakness of Markland's deletion (adopted among more recent editors by
Paley, England, Weil, Bruhn, Wecklein, Platnauer, Diggle, though not by
Murray, Gregoire, Strohm, Sansone) is that it eliminates all reference to
night. 2^ There is also a compositional reason why it should be retained,
which once again is well explained by Schwinge (cited above) 1 19-20, with
note 14. The pattern of 1021-24 is the same as the pattern of 1020-23:
Orestes makes a suggestion, Iphigenia raises an objection, Orestes tries to
counter the objection, and Iphigenia completes her rebuttal. Nor is there
anything wrong with the language. 'Q.C, hy\ . . . eKaco0£i|iev dv is not a
^^ For the phrasing, David Sansone now aptly compares Hdt. 1. 42. 1 ouxe to (io-u^eo0ai
Tidpa.
^^ Cf. D. L. Page, Actors' Interpolations in Greek Tragedy (Oxford 1934) 78: "1025-6.
Another very doubtful case. 1027 follows 1024 very well; eKowOeinev av is suspiciously like
ocoBeinev av 1029; the lines have the appearance of a slightly irrelevant interruption. But we
can hardly afford to lose 1026."
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purpose clause (in which the optative with av would be out of place) but a
potential clause responding to Orestes' conditional in the previous line and
introduced by a sceptical "as if."^'' For okotov ^apovxec;, cf. Orestes 467
xiva OKoxov XdPo) TipoacoTtcoi; Orestes' gnomic-sounding remark about
thieves' affinity with the night^^ is almost a debating point, and is countered
in Iphigenia's reply; he has claimed that "non-evasion" (d-A.ri9eia) is
confined to daylight hours, and she replies that in any case they cannot
"evade" (ou ^rioo^iev) the temple-guards.^^
1042-43
Op. Ttoi hryia 7i6vto\) voxepov ei nap' EKpoXov;
Icp. 01) va\)(; xc^ivoiq A.ivo5exoit; 6p|iei oeGev.
1042 ei Ttap' Reiske: einaq L
—So where will you go to along the sea's damp shore?
—To where your ship is moored with flax-woven hawsers.
"EkPo^ov has usually been understood as "inlet" or "promontory" (cf. LSJ
s.vv. eKpoA,o<; II. 3, ekPoXti VII, and commentators such as England or
Platnauer). What this £kPo?iov is that Iphigenia has in mind is then obscure,
and the treatment of the line by editors has been correspondingly bizarre.
Almost all place a question-mark after ttoi 5fixa, and many retain L's eiKaq:
hence, e.g., "Whither then? Do you allude to the watery creek of the sea?"
(Paley). But the question Iphigenia answers is, "Where will you go to?"
not, "Do you mean the inlet?" or "Will you go to the inlet?" All of this, not
to mention the wilder conjectures printed e.g. by Weil and by Wecklein in
his school edition, is I think entirely off the mark.
"EkPoA,ov means literally "cast-off." Euripides applies it to babies
abandoned {Ion 555) or "cast" from a mother's womb {Bacchae 91), and to
ship's wreckage (Helen All, 1214). In Iphigenia in Tauris 1196 the sea
"falls out" (eKTiiTixei) close to the temple, and in 1424 the expected
wreckage of the Greek ship is "cast-offs from the ship" {kK^okac, veobc;).
Here, I suggest, 7i6vxo\) . . . ekPo^ov is either simply the breakers breaking
on the shore, or what is left by the breakers after they recede, a surf-
dampened strand. The phrase thus emulates epic phrases like Tiapct 0iv'
akoQ,. Apart from its other advantages, this understanding gives a
descriptive function to voxepov, which refers either to the spray from the
breakers or to their damp residue.
2'' For this use of cjq 5f), see J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles, 2nd ed. (Oxford 1954)
229—although Denniston himself surprisingly classifies our passage as a final clause like IT
II 84 and 1233.
^^ David Sansone notes that this remark has a precedent in Hom. //. 3. 1 1.
^' Strohm observes, "KX.e7CTeiv ist [Orestes'] Ziel von Anfang an (vgl. 1400), und dazu
gehort XavBdveiv, das in dA,r|0eia noch herausgehort wird."
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1068-71
(I(p.) dX,^a npoq ae 5e^ia(;
ae Ktti a' iicvoiinai, ae 6e <pih[\q napviiboq
Yovdxcov xe Kal xcov ev 56|j.oiai (piA-Tocxcov 1070
[li-pxpoi; naxpoc, xe Kal xeicvtov oxcoi Kupei].
1071 deleted by Dindorf I naxpoq xe TrP: naxpoq L
Come, by your right hand I beseech you, and you, and you by your dear
cheek, and your knees and those who are dearest to you at home, [your
mother and father, and your children, those of you that have them].
1071 is certainly inauthentic, since the Chorus are unmarried women like
Iphigenia (cf. 130, 1143 ff.). I suspect that 1070 is part of the same
melodramatic interpolation. In lines 1068-69 Iphigenia enacts her
supplication, or at least speaks as if she is enacting it, by approaching first
one, then another, then a third chorus-member and grasping the hands of the
first two and the cheek of the third. Line 1069 is an ascending tricolon, its
rhetorical effect somewhat spoiled by the continuation. If we accept the
pairing of "knees" with "cheek," we also have to accept the awkward
addition to these of "your dearest ones at home." And we might expect
Iphigenia to remember that these women all come from a city which has
been destroyed and its population enslaved (1 106-10), which makes "those
who are dearest to you at home" rather inappropriate. Line 363 of this play,
also expanding a description of supplication for emotional effect, is
probably a similar interpolation (deleted by M. L. West in Diggle's
apparatus).
1117-22
(Xop.) . . . C,r\Xo\)ca xov 5id nav-
xoc, bvodai[iov' ev ydp avdy-
Kaiq o\) Kd|j.vei, aiL)vxp090(; cov.
^exa^aXkEi bvoba\.[iov{a 1 1 20
xo 5e |iex' eiJxuxiav KaK0\)-
a0ai 9vaxoiq ^apvq aicov.
1117 ^ri^ouaa xov Greverus (-aav xov Bothe 1803, -aa xdv Bothe 1824):
^TiXouo' dxav L II 1119 Kd|j.vei Milton: -eiq L II 1120 5' e\)5ai|j.ov{a
Markland I |iexaPdX,Xeiv 5ua5av|aov{a Bergk (^exapdA,Xeiv 5'
ei)5ain.ov{a Musgrave) II 1121 e\)x\)x(av Scaliger: -ac, L
I envy one who is constantly ill-starred; he languishes less in hardships,
being their fellow. Ill fortune changes, and affliction after prosperity
makes a heavy life for mortals.
The slightly paradoxical claim that ill-fortune is only painful if you are not
used to it is familiar in Euripides; cf. Hecuba 375-76, Hercules 1291-93,
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Troades 639^0, Helen 417-19, Bellerophon fr. 285. 15-18, fr. 821 N^, fr.
964 N2.
In 1 120, "111 fortune changes" does not fit the argument. The variety of
attempts to improve on it has been extreme and highly confusing (as can be
seen, for example, if one tries to read Platnauer's note). Only two
alternatives are really worth considering: Markland's \izxa^aXXz\ 5'
e\)5ai|iov{a ("But good fortune changes"), and Bergk's |ieTa(3{x>-A.eiv
6\)a5ai|iov{a ("To change is ill-fortune").^^ Markland's conjecture, which
I think is clearly right, was accepted by some nineteenth-century editors
(e.g. Hermann, Paley) but has received very little attention in recent times,
whereas Bergk's is printed by Bruhn, Gregoire, Strohm and Diggle.
With |ieTapdA,^eiv 6-ua5aip,ovia the argument runs: "Constant ill-
fortune is enviable. Change (of fortune) is (real) ill-fortune, and suffering
ill-fortune after enjoying good fortune is painful." This is rather difficult,
because it requires understanding the single word |ieTaP(xA.A,eiv (=
"changing") as "experiencing a change from good to ill fortune," and the
single word 6\)a5ai)iov{a as "real ill-fortune." And the Chorus has not in
fact claimed that the ill-fortune of the constantly unfortunate man is not
real, but merely that it is (comparatively) enviable because he is used to
bearing it. Nor is it allowable to adjust the sense so that a change from good
to ill fortune is understood to be the greatest ill-fortune (as in Bergk's own
paraphrase, "und so wird . . . der Wechsel des Geschickes fiir das grosste
Ungluck erklart").
On the other hand, the sense of |iexaPd^?iei 5' e\)5ainov{a is entirely
clear, and the argument becomes: "Constant ill-fortune is enviable. Good
fortune, by contrast, changes, and suffering ill fortune after enjoying good
fortune is painful. "3' That good fortune changes is of course a truism, but it
is important to this train of gnomic thought. In the background lies the
assumption that constant good fortune is impossible for mortals, as is
famously explained, for example, in Achilles' description of Zeus' s jars of
good and bad fortune. Homer, Iliad 24. 527-33. Good fortune is sure to
change, and the change is sure to be painful. The only man who can avoid
this is the constantly unfortunate one, and that is why he has to be envied.
1321
00. ci) 9a\j|ia • Ttcoc; ae (xei^ov 6vo|idaa(; t^xco;
acpe Diggle: [leiov Markland
O marvel—how can I call you by a greater name?
^° T. Bergk, RhMus 1 8 ( 1 863) 2 1 6.
^' One reason for Bergk's dissatisfaction with HEtaPdA-A-ei 8' eu5al^lov{a is that he
understood ^6 yap nex' euTuxiaq to be the transmitted reading (ydp is in fact a conjecture of
Triclinius)—which does indeed make it unattractive.
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Everything needed for understanding this line is contained in Diggle's
discussion. -^-^ I do not see great difficulty in taking ae as addressed to the
0a\))ia on which Thoas has just exclaimed (which leads to Diggle's
conjecture o(pe and his suggestion that both 0at)|ia and the pronoun refer to
Iphigenia), but I do not discuss that here. (Compare, however, Hipp. 818,
cited above on 836-38.) Concerning the logic of the Ticoq-clause, Diggle
quite rightly explains that it expresses "the speaker's inability to find any
name more suitable than the one he has already found ..." But he
continues, "The only obstacle to so taking the sentence is jaei^ov," citing
Markland's opinion ("potius putarem |ieiov. quo enim minore nomine recte
te possim appellarel"), and referring to Platnauer's comment (" . . . we
should expect not so much 'what more can I call it . . . ?' as 'what less
. . .
?'").
In fact (as Weil for example explains), the sense of the Kox^-question is
not, "How can I hit the mark if I call you by a greater name?" (which would
indeed call for the change to "lesser"), but, "How can I succeed in calling
you by a greater name (when there is no greater name available)." The
rhetorical point is similar to that of 837^0 (discussed above), Hecuba 714,
Bacchae 667, Helen 601, Phoenissae 389, 407, all of which Diggle cites on
p. 89. Cf. also Hippolytus 826-27, Hecuba 667 (cited by Weil).
University of Calgary
It should be noted that Diggle prints L's text unchanged
in his edition.
